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Abstract1

In a recent study [1] we have extended the opacity expansion approach to describe jet-2

medium interactions including medium motion effects in the context of heavy-ion col-3

lisions. We have computed color field of the in-medium sources, including the effects4

of the transverse field components and the energy transfer between the medium and5

jet. The corresponding contributions are sub-eikonal in nature, and were previously ig-6

nored in the literature. Here we discuss how our approach can be applied to describe7

the medium motion effects in the context of Deep Inelastic Scattering.8

1 Introduction9

All first-principles approaches that describe jet-medium interactions, both for cold and hot10

nuclear matter, start by characterizing the medium using a collective color field, see [1] and11

references therein. This color field can be considered to be sourced by (quasi)particles of the12

nuclear matter, including the strong classical fields associated with gluon saturation in the13

color-glass condensate (CGC) effective theory. The interaction process, in turn, is commonly14

described in the so-called eikonal limit – the limit of infinite energy of the leading parton. Then15

the problem is considerably simplified, since the transverse field components are suppressed by16

the jet energy comparing to the longitudinal and temporal ones. An additional simplification17

comes from a kinematic constraint on the momentum transfer. For instance, in the case of18

infinitely massive static sources, the energy transfer is zero.19

These assumptions make the calculations tractable, and are natural for highly energetic20

jets in heavy-ion collisions (HIC). However, in this limit jets are completely decoupled from21

the transverse medium evolution. Thus, if one attempts to use jets for a tomographic study of22

nuclear matter, the assumptions above should be unavoidably revisited. In [1] it was shown23

that the leading flow effects can be accounted for already at the level of the first sub-eikonal24

correction. Moreover, the formalism developed in [1] can be applied to describe the effects of25

the medium inhomogeneity in the transverse directions, making one more step towards the26

goal of the jet tomography.27

Here we argue that the very same approach can be generally applied to describe the jet-28

medium interactions in other forms of nuclear matter, including the non-equilibrium CGC state29

produced in HIC and cold nuclear matter at the future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC).30
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Figure 1: The single-Born (SB) amplitude M1 (left) and double-Born (DB) amplitude
M2 (right) for transverse-momentum broadening in an external potential.

2 The Opacity Expansion in an Evolving Matter31

If the QCD medium is made of color (quasi)particles of mass M , then its collective color field32

can be constructed from the fields of separate sources Aµa
ext(q) =

∑

i eiq·x i aµa
i (q). Notice that the33

phase factors involve only the spatial positions of the sources at the initial time. Following [1]34

we assume that the matter and jet consist of scalar particles, while they interact through t-35

channel exchanges of standard QCD gluons.1 Then, the form of an elementary field produced36

by a single source i reads37

aµa
i (q) = (i g ta

i ) (2ps i − q)ν

�

−i gµν

q2 −µ2
i + iε

�

(2π)δ
�

(ps i − q)2 −M2
�

, (1)

where ta
i is the SU(Nc) generator in the appropriate representation in the color space of the38

medium particle i, ps i is its momentum, g is the coupling, and µi is the Debye mass of the39

t-channel gluon at the position of ith source. Taking the limit of heavy sources, we find40

g aµa
i (q) = ta

i uµi vi(q) (2π)δ
�

q0 − u i · q
�

, (2)

where uµi = pµs i/p
0
s i is the nonrelativistic velocity, and v(q)≡ −g2

q2+µ2−q2
0−iε

is the Gyulassy-Wang41

potential.42

Now we are ready to consider the simplest jet-medium interaction process – jet broadening.43

For this purpose, we introduce an initial distribution of jets E dN (0)

d3p ≡
1

2(2π)3 |J(p)|
2 produced44

by a hard-scattering process at x0 = 0, and such that pz ≈ E. At the first order in the opacity45

expansion, this process involves only the two diagrams shown in Fig. 1. The single Born (SB)46

amplitude can be explicitly written as47

iM1(p) =

∫

d4q
(2π)4

�

i g ta
projA

µa
ext(q) (2p− q)µ

�

�

i
(p− q)2 + iε

�

J(p− q) , (3)

where ta
proj is the SU(Nc) generator of the jet parton and pµ ≈

�

E , p⊥ , E − p2
⊥

2E

�

in the eikonal48

expansion. The momentum q enters (3) through the interaction vertex, with non-zero energy49

transfer controlled by the delta function (2). Later this energy transfer propagates into the jet50

source function J(p− q), potential v(q), and propagator.51

The amplitude should be squared and averaged over the quantum numbers. Here, an-52

other essential assumption enters – a color-neutrality condition, which can be represented as53
¬

ta
i t b

j

¶

≡ 1
2CR̄
δi jδ

ab, with CR̄ being the quadratic Casimir in the representation opposite to the54

representation of the in-medium source. Replacing the sum over the sources with an integral55

1This replacement simplifies the calculation while leaving the medium motion corrections untouched in the
regime of interest, see [1].
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∑

i fi =
∫

d3 x ρ(x ) f (x ), where ρ(x ) is the source density, we write56




|M1|
2�= C

∫

d3 x
d2q⊥
(2π)2

d2q′⊥
(2π)2

ρ(x ) exp

�

−i
u⊥ · (q⊥ − q ′⊥)

1− uz
z − i

(p− q)2⊥ − (p− q′)2⊥
2E(1− uz)

z

�

× e−i(q⊥−q ′⊥)·x⊥ v(q2
⊥)v

∗(q′2⊥ ) J(E, p⊥ − q⊥)J
∗(E, p⊥ − q ′⊥)

�

1+ u⊥ · Γ⊥(q⊥,q ′⊥)

�

. (4)

Here we have introduced a shorthand notation for the overall color factor C ≡ Cproj

2CR̄
, with57

Cproj1 = ta
proj t

a
proj. The whole sub-eikonal correction is now separated into a single structure58

Γ (q⊥,q ′⊥); the general form is beyond the scope of this discussion, but if the medium pa-59

rameters are x⊥-independent, then we can replace
∫

d2 x⊥ e−i(q⊥−q ′⊥)·x⊥ with a delta function,60

giving61

Γ (q⊥) = −2
p⊥ − q⊥
(1− uz)E

+
q⊥

(1− uz)E

(p− q)2⊥ − p2
⊥

σ̄(q2
⊥)

∂ σ̄

∂ q2
⊥
−

q⊥
1− uz

1
|J(E, p⊥ − q⊥)|2

∂ |J |2

∂ E
, (5)

where σ̄(q⊥)≡
dσ

d2q⊥
= 1
(2π)2C|v(q2

⊥)|
2.62

The double Born (DB) amplitude can be similarly evaluated [1], and the jet momentum63

distribution at the 1st order in opacity reads64

E
dN (1)

d3p
=

∫

dz d2q⊥ρ(z) σ̄(q
2
⊥)

��

E
dN (0)

d2(p− q)⊥ dE

�

�

1+ u⊥(z) · Γ (q⊥)
�

−
�

E
dN (0)

d2p⊥ dE

�

�

1+ u⊥(z) · Γ DB(q⊥)
�

�

, (6)

where ΓDB is the corresponding sub-eikonal contribution. Taking a simple model for the initial65

profile E dN (0)

d3p =
1

2(2π)3 |J(p)|
2 ∝ E−4δ(2)(p⊥), we notice that the DB contributions decouple.66

We further assume the medium properties to be z-independent, and find67

〈p⊥(p
2
⊥)

k〉=
u⊥

(1− uz)
L
λ

(µ2)k+1

E

∫ ∞

0

dξ
ξk+1(2+ 3ξ)
(1+ ξ)2

. (7)

If the matter is inhomogeneous in the transverse directions, the averaging procedure be-68

comes pretty involved. Following the idea of the hydrodynamic gradient expansion2, we as-69

sume the transverse gradients to be small. Then the x⊥-integral can be again performed ana-70

lytically, and for the leading gradient effects at zero velocity, the distribution reads71

�

E
dN (1)

d3p

�(linear)

=

∫

dz

∫

d2q⊥ σ̄(q
2
⊥)

�

∂ jρ +ρ
1

σ̄(q2
⊥)
∂ σ̄

∂ µ2
∂ jµ2

�

×

¨

�

E
dN (0)

d2(p− q)⊥ dE

�

�

(p− q) j⊥
E

z

�

−
�

E
dN (0)

d2p⊥ dE

�

�

p j
⊥

E
z

�«

. (8)

The moments of this distribution are zero unless the initial profile has a finite width. For a72

simple model profile E dN (0)

d3p =
f (E)

2πw2 e−
p2
⊥

2w2 with width w, one finds the linearized gradient effect73

〈p⊥ p2
⊥〉
(l inear) '

L
λ

L
E

w2µ2∇⊥ρ
ρ

ln
E
µ

, (9)

indicating a non-trivial interplay between different contributions to the odd moments of the74

jet momentum distribution. A direct check shows that the even moments are unmodified by75

the flow velocity and gradients in the considered regimes.76

2See [2–4] for recent applications of the gradient expansion in the context of probe-medium interactions.
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3 Outlook and Conclusions77

One powerful advantage of the formulation in Sec. 2 of jet-medium interactions as energetic78

partons propagating in a background field is that this formalism can be applied equally well79

both to the hot nuclear matter produced in HIC and to cold nuclear matter as probed in deep80

inelastic scattering as in the future EIC. The opacity expansion formalism as we use it here has81

been applied in this context to describe the propagation of jets through heavy nuclei at the82

EIC, see e.g., Ref. [5] and references therein. Although the mechanism by which jets couple83

to the background field – including the corrections due to medium gradients and motion –84

is universal, the nature of that background field and the information it carries will change85

substantially between hot and cold nuclear matter.86

At its most fundamental level, the first-order opacity expressions for jet modification reflect87

the full correlations of four partonic fields evaluated in the target state: two fields describing88

the hard scattering which produces the jet, and two gluonic fields describing the first-order-89

opacity rescattering of the jet in the medium. Thus, without performing any medium averag-90

ing, the information encoded in the jet-medium interactions is described by a correlator such91

as 〈AAAA〉 (if the initial hard scattering were mediated by a gluon, in this example). This92

general correlator is associated with a twist-4 parton distribution in the collinear limit; while93

an all-orders proof of twist-4 factorization is currently lacking, there has been important work94

exploring the connection between twist-4 operators and momentum broadening in the opacity95

expansion, see, e.g. Ref. [6] and references therein.96

A single twist-4 distribution associated with the operator 〈AAAA〉 is appropriate for jet97

interactions with a proton target, where all degrees of freedom including color may be fully98

correlated. If the target is a heavy nucleus, however, this introduces a larger length scale99

L ∝ A1/3 from the length L of the nucleus (or equivalently its mass number A). Then the100

dominant contributions are those which are length-enhanced; since color correlations are lim-101

ited to a confinement scale ∼ 1/ΛQC D � L this leads to a factorization of the generic matrix102

element into pairs of well-separated operators, 〈AAAA〉 ∼ 〈AA〉 〈AA〉, which reflect the spatial103

correlations among the densities of partons, but not their color degrees of freedom. Rela-104

tionships of this type between collinear parton distributions and final-state interactions as in105

jet physics were explored in, e.g., Refs. [6] and [7], such as the relationship between the106

jet-medium parameter q̂ and twist-4 parton densities.107

In terms of the velocity corrections discussed here, if one substitutes the velocity field108

uµi = pµs i/p
0
s i back from its definition, then these important corrections reflect information109

about the distribution of parton momenta inside the target system. In a proton, this will cor-110

respond to a particular four-field matrix element describing the color currents of partons. In111

a large system like a heavy nucleus where the color correlations decouple, the jet will interact112

with the distribution of momentum inside the target. The distribution of orbital angular mo-113

mentum within cold nuclear matter is a central question for the future EIC, and previous work114

has shown that the orbital motion of cold nuclear matter can be identified with the transverse-115

momentum-dependent parton distributions of nuclei [8]. This need not apply only to heavy116

nuclei; any QCD system at sufficiently high energies dynamically generates its own semi-hard117

color screening scale (the saturation momentum Qs) described by the CGC effective theory, see118

e.g. Ref. [9] and references therein. This again leads to a factorization of the general correla-119

tor into pairwise densities as before; many of the same techniques have also been successfully120

applied to studies of gluon saturation in this framework, e.g. Ref. [10].121

Thus, by extending the formalism presented here to cold nuclear matter, one can use jets122

as probes to study correlations among multi-parton distributions, color currents, and orbital123

angular momentum in cold nuclear matter.124
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